
What's new?

Integration of Adyen terminals

In  our  new POS version  we added  possibility  to  use Adyen  terminals.  You can connect
terminal  by  going to  Back  Office  of  POS → Settings  → Terminal  menu and  tap  “Select
integration”.
A window will appear on the right side of the screen. Tap “Integrations” and the list of the
possible  integrations  will  appear.  Choose Adyen and you will  be  required  to  enter  its  IP
address.



Socket scanners’ SDK upgrade

Socket scanners SDK version has been upgraded.

Nets SDK upgrade to 1.2.12.0 version

Nets terminals SDK has been upgraded to version 1.2.12.0

Print rolling sequence number on print bill

From our new version we will print rolling sequence number on the pro forma receipt as well.
This feature will establish the link between our shared bills and orders in KDS app. 



Free item campaign will have a choice of applying to most expensive/cheapest item

From now on it is possible to choose if campaign offering free item as a benefit, will select
cheapest or the most expensive eligible item in the bill.  
By default, the cheapest item will be selected. But if you would like to change it in to the most
expensive item, just go to our BackOffice → Discounts → Campaigns and select “apply to the
most expensive items” for the campaign in Benefits TAB.

Timer on logout after no activity
* Contact our support for enabling this feature.

A timer can be set to logout user if no activity is registered. If you scan of push a button, timer
resets. Timer will not be run in Beginning Of the Day, End Of the Day views. Also it will not run
in self-checkout mode.  



Preorders view changes 

We have improved our pre-orders view.  In pre-orders view you now will be able to see the
following information of the order: 

1  –  in  the right  upper  corner  it  is  shown how much time ago order/pre-order  was
received;

2 – either first three characters of order id or register sequence number will be shown
near time received;

3 – all orders/pre-orders that have no pick up time (pick_up_time attribute) set, will be
sorted in ascending order. Meaning, the newest orders/pre-orders will be sent to the bottom;

4 – when time for pick up (pick_up_time attribute) is set for the order/pre-order, such
orders will be shown at the bottom of all ASAP orders;

5 – when item is finished in the kitchen or in the bar, it can be marked as finished by
ticking the box (if the item is marked as preparable in our BackOffice);

6 – if all items are finished in the kitchen, by tapping „All done“ button all check boxes
will be ticked and order will disappear from the view;

7 –  comment added to the order will be seen on the bottom, and order will have an
orange border;

8 – to pay for the pre-order „payment“ icon should be tapped.



To cancel pre-order you will have to tap on three dots in the upper right corner of the pre-
preorder and then tap „cancel order“. Cancelled orders will have red border and will be shown
in „Old orders“ TAB.

For  the  non  food  pre-orders  we  implemented  possibility*  to  have  one  “payment”  button
instead of “All  done” and “payment” icons to finish and deliver the order. All  items will  be
shown as non preparable. 

* Contact our support for enabling this feature.



Active campaigns will be shown for a product in bill 

Suggested active campaigns, except the ones that were already triggered and the ones with
benefits amount or % off sale, will be shown for a product in the bill. The button will be seen
near a product, you can tap it and suggested campaigns list will appear.
So for example, there is campaign “buy two colas get one fries”. If you add one cola to the bill,
you will see a button. If you tap on it, the view will appear on the right with this campaign
listed. You will be able to see the campaigns’ name and validation period.

Important: campaigns assigned to special customer groups will be suggested only when such
customer added to the bill.  



Customer card improvements 

Now it will be possible to search customer in POS “Customer lookup” window by customer
card number. Just go to More → Add Customer in menu above the bill.

Multiple customer groups for customer in campaigns 

In our BackOffice we have released an improvement – a possibility to assign more than one
customer group to a customer. After this update, campaigns will check against all customer
groups assigned to customer. 

Warning if 0 deposited to bank in EOD

In this POS version, for better user experience we will give warning to user if nothing was
deposited to the bank when making End Of the Day. 


